Red & The Revenge of The Pack: An Erotic Fairy Tale (Shifter
fantasy/horror mmmf erotica)

Two years after her rescue, Red finds
herself back in the woods for the first time
since. This time, shes looking to confront
her cheating husband, the huntsman who
saved her years before. But shes not the
only one back in the woods. Red soon finds
herself caught outside the huntsmans cabin
by three shifter clan-brothers of her
original attacker out for revenge- flesh for
flesh. But just as the three hunky,
well-endowed shifters close in, Reds
suspicions of her husbands dalliances are
confirmed, and now its Red that wants
revenge! Submitting and opening herself
in every possible way to the three hung and
ready shifter men, Reds hubby is made to
watch as she takes on the whole pack!
Revenge comes hard, rough, and stuffed
full in this naughty re-imaging of the
classic fairy tale.
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